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' he DCI Red Cell 
A Red Cell Report Number 107 13 March 2093 

In response to the events of 
I1 September, the Director 
of Centml Intelligence 
conmtissioned CIA 's Deputy 
Ditectorfar Intelligence to 
create a "red cell" that 
would thlnlc uucanutentianally 
about the full range of 
relevant analytic issues. The 
DC! Red Cell is thus charged 
with taking a pmnounceél 

- "out-of-the-box" approach 
and will periodically produce 
rnemomndn and reports 
intended to provoke thought 
mther than to provide ' 

uthorltatlve assessment. 
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Expiofiflmg the “Saddam in Exita” Gambit 
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(b)(3) through a joint US-Russian ‘presidential initiative offering Saddam a UNSC-guaranteed 

- Moscow's involvement might also make an offer more credible to Saddam, a man who 
trusts no one but has as much confidence in Putin as he does in any foreign leader. 
Saddam might see a guarantee backed by Russia and the Arab world as reliable—and 
v n if n h an o . e e ' 

ot, suc ffer would seem believable elsewhere b 3 
Would He Buy it’-t.

_ 

_The odds are slender, but real, that Saddam would actually take up the offer. If he were to 
realize his regime is finished, he may grasp sun/ival for himself and his clan with whatever 
loot they can drag out with them. Saddam might see exile as allowing him to sun/ive to 
fight another day, just as Napoleon did—after his first exile, at least. - 

- - Saddam would onlyseriously consider exile when convinced he has exhausted every 
last option—most likely as US forces are on their way to Baghdad. Making a last offer 

b 1 of exile contingent on nor‘ --- s‘ WMD mi ht oonvinoe him to defer use simply to 
Ebgggg keep his options opened. (b)(3)

g 
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[The UAE proposal offered at the Arab League 
summit even called for the UN and the Arab League to supervise creation of a successor 
regime. 

- Such arrangements would make a post-Saddam Iraq a UN and not a US problem—and 
might relieve the US of some expense and responsibility. 

- Although Washington would have less direct control over Iraq's future, sharing 
responsibilities with Iraq's neighbors would moderate anti-US sentiments now whipped 
up over Iraq, deflate‘ diarges of US “hegemonism," and start the process of 
refurbishing the US image in the Muslim worldl (b)(3)
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Potential Pirraiid 
(W3) A 

Should Saddam decide he loves life more than martyrdom and accept exile, a new set of 
challenges would immediately surface. 

- Delay. Saddam would try to use an exile offer to start a new round of negotiations 
while remaining in control of Iraq. States trying to prevent a war would play along. To 
prevent such a dynamic, any offer of exile would need to be non-negotiable and 
offered to Saddam on a take it or leave it basis with the clock still ticking. 

- Disarmament. For many governments, the case for disarming Iraq is based on 
getting WMD out of the hands of a dangerous megalomaniac. With Saddam gone, 
many slates would be willing to give a new regime a pass on WMD. Any UNSC- 
endorsed exile would still require a short deadline for implementation of disarmament 
resolutions.

' 

- Power vacuum. Saddam's exit before Iraq is occupied by US and UK forces might 
result in a dangerous power vacuum or a splintering of the country into Kurdish, 
Sunni, and Shi'a regions. If Iraq devolved into chaos, authorities might lose control of 
secret WMD stocks to faction leaders, rebels, or even terrorists. Outside powers—Iran 
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and Turkey—would'be tempted to intervene. An exile deal would need to be 

(b)(1) accompanied by rapid occupation of ke an international force that included 

(b)(3) 
US and UK troops already in the Gulf. 

other Arab neighbors would be more than willing to settle for a 
Sunni military clique to continue in Saddam's place. The international community would 
probably split again over the issue of a successor regime, with Russia, France, and the 
Arabs arguing a Sunni suocessor was acceptable, and the US, Britain, and others 
demanding more far-reaching changes. - 

-The Iraqi people and the exile community would feel betrayed and abandoned if 
Saddam went into a comfortable exile, leaving a Sunni military leader in control. 
Exempting Saddam and his henchmen—arguably the prime perpetrators of massive 
crimes against humanity during the past two decades-from accountability would be a 
dangerous model. 

- Kurdish and Shi'a Iraqis might see Saddam's departure as" an opportunity to overthrow 
a confused and weakened successor regime. The US could be faced with a situation 
similar to the aftermath of the war in 1991 if Kurdish and Shi'a rebels were to seize 
control of their local areas and then demand US support. 

. Even Iraqi Sunnis might be discomfited."With Saddam and his senior henchman gone, 
lines of authority and loyalty would be unclear, especially in the security forces, 
opening the way for ambitious cliques of lower-ranking officers to bid for power. 
Saddam's de arture mi ht o en the door for ‘es f d tab'l' ‘n co '

s D Q D 8 S€l’l O es I lZl U (b)(3)DU 
factions within Iraq struggled for control of the new regime. ' Without a large occupying force, the greatest long-term danger would be that Saddam 

would be replaced by a successor who would say all the right things but who, once 
auention focused elsewhere, would become a new Saddam and resurrect Iraq's WMD 
program. Even if all the weapons are destroyed, the expertise to build new ones, including 
nuclear weapons, will remain. Without a basic change in the nature of the Iraqi state, few ~ 

ways exist of guaranteeing that a successor regime would eschew WMD. 
(b)(3) 
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